
How much are repetitive  
data entry activities  
costing your business?

EasyClearance
A document processing solution 
crafted for customs brokers

As your organization is growing, the natural option is simply to increase the size of your 
data entry team to process larger volumes. The nature of your business is to process 
time-sensitive customs documents as quickly and accurately as humanly possible.

Today’s customs clearance professional is an experienced knowledge worker that 
needs to be well trained to be effective at their job.

Unfortunately, these teams are spending 50-75% of their time simply data entering what 
is on the provided documents and much less time leveraging the training and experience 
that will deliver the most value.

Current processes do not support a flexible work environment such as:

Work from Home
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Work Remotely Outsource Work
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Selectively send commercial invoices to Windmill EasyClearance for OCR

Extract line item information from the commercial invoice

Validate commercial invoices quickly and train with AI for subsequent processing

Return the commercial invoice transaction to your customs solution to complete  
the customs entry

What if you could introduce a  
digital workforce to automate  
the repetitive tasks?

EasyClearance
A document processing solution  
crafted for custom brokers

Windmill has designed and implemented a leading customs clearance solution that offers 
deep automation to the manual repetitive tasks required to clear shipments.

It can be deployed in either a cloud or as an on-premise solution. EasyClearance can be 
interfaced with different customs solutions like Descartes and CargoWise, or to your own 
in-house application.

With Windmill EasyClearance, processing multi-line, multi-page, and multi-currency commercial  
invoices become easier and faster as invoice line data is extracted by the software  
solution and ingested into your backend brokerage solution.

Benefits of Windmill EasyClearance:

If we had to process this document manually, it would have 
taken us 2 hours, with EasyClearance it was only 5 minutes

 - Large International Customs Broker
“

For more information and to discover how your business can  
empower productivity through automation, visit us online:
www.windmill.services | +1 905.267.3949
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